Editors’ Note

The complexity of conflicts and unpredictability of natural disasters around the world make it impossible for traditional humanitarian action to address comprehensively the basic needs of affected populations. As a result, education is becoming a crucial component of humanitarian aid during and after crises. International agencies and local governments are increasingly providing assistance for development initiatives beyond temporary relief, creating more holistic responses to these crises. The delivery of education services under these circumstances takes on heightened importance in ensuring, among other aspects, the protection of communities and the development of children’s well-being.

As initiatives related to education in emergencies continue to grow, graduate students of Columbia University have, for the second year in a row, created a compilation of student work reflecting critical issues in the field. The concerns of these scholars emanate from their catalogue of case studies. From well-publicized cases that are currently in the public eye, to newly emerging events receiving less scholarly and media coverage, the urgent need for attention to education systems in humanitarian emergencies and post-emergency situations is continually underscored. It is our hope that this journal will serve as a catalyst for future scholarly and practical action.
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We also extend our thanks to all of the master’s and doctoral students who responded to the Call for Papers. The articles received reflect both a broad and interdisciplinary interest in this compelling topic and the social concerns of Columbia University students. We commend all of the authors for producing such impressive work. While we tried to be as inclusive as possible, our biggest regret is not being able to include more articles.

We are grateful to Dr. Dana Burde from Teachers College, Dr. Lori Heninger from the Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and Children, and Dr. Joseph Paul Martin from the Center for the Study of Human Rights for sharing their insights as panel members at the journal launch event.

The journal launch was made possible through a grant from the Columbia University President’s and Provost’s Student Initiative Fund to our
sponsor organization, the Society for International Education, at Teachers College.

Special thanks to Morgan Strecker who played an instrumental role in organizing and overseeing the journal from its inception. Thank you to Jennifer Arnold, Juliet Young, Michael Browne, and Chris Capobianco whose writing skills secured a grant from the Columbia University President’s and Provost’s Office. We would like to acknowledge those people who were a part of the review committee: Jennifer Arnold, Tammy Arnstein, Michael Browne, Ameena Ghaffar-Kucher, Luann Gronhovd, Christine Pagen, Morgan Strecker, Leah Sultan-Khan, and Zeena Zakharia. Also, we want to recognize the hard work of those who made the launch a success: Hanna Chin, Justina Tan, Fusaka Tsujioka, Kyoko Shiota, and Rachel Pierre. And thanks to Christine Pagen and Zeena Zakharia for assisting us with the metaphorical A-Z guide of journal reviewing and editing.

Finally, we extend our special thanks to Dr. Dana Burde, whose course, "Politics and Education in Emergencies and Post-Conflict Regions," inspired us to undertake this project. Dr. Burde not only contributed the foreword to the volume, but also provided guidance to us along the way and enthusiastically supported our initiative.
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